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REP ATIVE INCIDENTS IN THE ADOPTION PROCESS

They` tudent of chang

faces an extremely diffic

. Introduction

and the adoption process' in formal organizations
I

assignment when he sets out to "observe" the

g . Mii fundamental problem is one of narrowing

ich is perhaps the most cosmic principle ever

si ll enough unit to be observed and understood.

I

it

process of institutional ch

down the concept of change,

to be thought about, into a

For pu oses of this paper, cha e can, be limited to the affects of:infiovation

Ai
aoptioh which may be set apart. s a special kind-of change, being deldherate,

ble, occurring over a meas ed eriod of time, and related to-an iden-

roduct or 'rbcess that ew to the insiitution.

)0.

-institution may be defined a a structured organization of people

ioning together.within a set of ocedres, values and objectives. Obvi-
/

change in the broadest sense to s place continuously within an insti-

obse

on; hoWever, innovation adoption re rs to the alteration of conceptual

erational structure, in aninstituti al setting toward a predefized end.

Fi ally, an .restitution may undergo such terations without completing adop-

tibn of the innovation. In our work.,, the option process is rat complete

til the innovation is institztionalized, incorporated into the established

s stem of institutional f tioning.

SPECIAL NOTE: The characters, institutions an stories decribed herein are

generated out of montage of real, experiences end likely events. Any resew-

blances to individuals, living or dead, is pure coincidental.

The research reported herein was supported in par
tion Contract 0E-6-10,10$,and National Institute
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opinions exptessed herein do not necessarily ref le

'of the Office of.EducatiOn or the NatiOnal Institu
official endorseMent by those offices should. beiin
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Innovation adoption, the while an obseriable phenomenon, may-:-occur over

a long period of time and may entail countless events and incidents. Indiv-

viduals involved,in an adopting institution find,it alMost impossible to gain

an overall perspective of the adoption prodess while it is occurring. They

may be able to see changes in behavior,CtTitUde, procedures, stated objectives

and,qtganizational structure, but usually these changes are related to their

own view of the trees. Inevitably, the innovation eitheibecoMes entrenched,

adapted or rejectld. To use a btological analogy, the organism will notlong

endure an alien' agent; it incorporates it in some forM, or casts it out.

Innovators, then, whether internai or external agents, need rather de-

-tailed information over time to evilnate the process of adoption in a given

institution.

This paper presents three case studies of.the adoption process as it,haS

unfolded in teacher education institutions.( It is compiled from interviews

with six adoption agents whose notes, tapes and conversations provide incidents
IP

and details on.the adoption process in a wide variety Of settings. Drawing

Upon their experiences, their successes and failures, the six.agents Jia;e

relathd incidents which they believe represent important principles atiorkin
/

vivo. ,In 0t44 words, the adoption agents have told stories which indicate

what they believe to be kiy episodes. A single incident, a meeting, perhaps,

during a,three-year period might contain clues about ehe entire Odoption pro7

cess, as In "The Neal Tapes." In Stone's Memory," an agent reviews an

\:

internal incident which foreshadowed the outcome of his efforts long before he

141ew the outcome7imself. ton n-Univers ty:I. Rest in Peace.," shows141

seemingly external event influences the outcome of the adoption process;
i

The people'are real, the incidents are factual. Names, dates and places

are fictitious.

*

4
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Following the three case studies, the authors of three, related papers
1

1
have provided their analyses of the incidents as they relate to key variables

4
.

.

of the innovation adoption process. Our intention is
.
that the resultant. paper

will proVide new insight's to the reader who is attempting to facilitate or

study the7innovation adoption probe'ss.

a

r

IG. E. Hall, Phases in the adoption of educational innovations in teaaler

training institutions (Austin, 1974).

B. A. Manning, The 't uble-shooting" checklist: A manual to aid educe-,

tional change agents in the prediction of organizational change potential (Austin,

1973) .

R. . Wallape,
/
Each his own man:* The role of adoption agents in the-

implementa on of personalized teacher' education (Austin, 1974). -*e
C
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The Neal Tapes

May 4, 4973

This is the final of a series of tapes on "The. Adoption of Innovations in

Institutional Settings." My name is Dr. Michael Neal, andIama member of'a.

rather haerried group of,highly specialized peoplesioosely knotal Nadoption

k

agents." I say harried because,. at the present moment, I. am jZy to a

meeting at Central State University, a meeting which I anticipate will be

another "ulcer session.
i

I'm not the nervous type, usually. Nor do Imi.nd flying, although long

I

flights usually throw offoy equilibrium for a,time. And I ordinarily don't_

mind attending meetings like the one today, 'or living in hotels, or eating out

4 .
C'

all the time, or no getting 4(nough sleep. 'But when aZZ these things are

at

,

going on at once inside, I get edgy. I realize you are probably not inte*sted
1

c

in my ulcer-nerve syndrome nearly so much as my analysis of the change process

in institutional settings., but I feel very etronglyvthat the process of adopri

tint cannot be understood apart from the individitals who participate. That

why I insist on stating my experiences somewhat subjectivelrk order to give

you something of the flavor of my pro essional andpersonal experiences as an

adoptian agent, fhope these tapet will be helpful to your in your study.

Let me give sole backgrould on this.meeting at Central State. In Augubt

of 1969, I received a call from the Dean of .Education,at Central Statd, TOm ,

Richardson. He'd heard about our PAP (personal assessment feedback) system

\

during a'Science Education conference in Sacramento, and wanted to'know more

aboutLit.
Richardson knew h friend of mine, from Michigan 71 had received some

sketchy information about our program. .The conversacie had was basically



congenial, but didn't yield much information about their situation. Still,

we exchanged eriough,ideas to Warrant another call a week later. The Dean had,

meanwhile, talked wittr,the department chairman and two or three fac ItY

1
leaders. They wanted in tomake a trip over there to show them wha we had.

I took my tool kit (a film on Persondlized Teacher Education, a couple

at self-paced modureis, and the strong conviction that we had something good
r.

_.

,to offer) and flew over in early 9eptenber. They had already laid out their
,

.

f
.

program fliv the 1969 school year but were interested in planning some changes

. ,

for 1970; they seemed to have the resources to do it.

.
. . A

I was met at the airport on that first visit by Ed_Dooley, ChairMan of.
.

,,,

the depa rtmeA n

<
and Sally_. Swift, Director of EleMenta, ry Education. Ed and

'Sally will bOth attend the, meeting today.. Ed will have his usual concerns -

about running a smooth department: "never take an outright 0=05 always,

support the status quo, donJtrock the boat." Sally all be her usual warm

4 .

and gracious eaLjacastatimg the delicate process:of interaction. Over

the last two years, more than any other individual,..lhe haa been responsible N%.

for bringing 'change to teacher education atCentral..

.the Chairman was genial but formal as he.intrOduced me

determine the. mood Of the group. I had the16eling Chat

tried to

didn 'share

4
the Dean's enthusiasm of. knoWledge about our plogram; he exp .fined my'presence

e,

there as something-like a "public relations" presentation for ncodernrech-

piques in teacher education, leaving the impression that,ndthing more than'

entertainment was to be expected ffam the meeting.: After being introduced,

I re-oriented them on my.purpose.

I had experienced this before; often those in positions of authority in

an institution feel the necessity of. .exposing their people to "new ideas,"

O AO

4

d'
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and yet maintain only a superficial interest. This gives them an aura of

modernism and flexibility while ineali:ty, they continue along thetaame

procedural and khilasophicai lines as before. I decided on the spot to give,
Y.

them a few "singers."

1 began by saying that the Dean had first expressed interest (a fact

that Dooley hadn t mentioned to the group) in our program. I made it clear

tilt my institution was 1?ss 'interested inpublic relations than in seeing a

duccessfL personalized approach to teacher education tested and exported as

widely arpossIble. As Dooley became less comfortable, the others in the

group gained interest ss.The meeting developed into a biainstorming seion
(

.

that threatened to pteempt the formal presentation. Earl Kennedy; one of th

younger faculty, was fascinated with. the Pereional Assessment System, and Ruth

JoneS.demanded more information about the developmental sequence of teacher

Concerna Even when. Chairman Dooley stiffly excused himself to attend

,ancither meeting, Oe pace did not slacken.

I finally showed the film.in,the afternoon. It put-together for thgm

the bits and pieces we had been discussing. Earl, begged for some kind of

follow-up.

"Mike, you're not just going back home and leaving us at this point, are

you? I mean, we really want this stuff, and 4eIVIe just barely had a glimpSe

What happens next ?'!

What happened next was not apart of the formal agenda, but was neverthe-

'less a very important step in the tion procestr. The interested-parties

decided to go have a beer and talk the situation over. I made arrangements

.t0, catch a later,piane home, then went across thelictreet to a.campus pub with

Bally, feer4 Kennedy, Ruth Jones and George Simpson, one of the counseling
, m

J
interns in their doctoral program.
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said, "Earl, do4't forget that, even if you do commit to this, you

heve a year'a preparat on ahead of you! yoic not only have to sell this to the

otherlaculty members nd have it authorized by the institution, you also

have months of plannin4 and buiZding before you can actually begin."

"Look, Mike," he aid, ,"I've spent years preparing' already. I beat my

brains mit in graduate school; I've earned my stripes in this 'place; and. I'm

tired of waiting for so e stuffed shirt to decide we areready to lo good

things in education. I think we shouldn't Wait untie next year Ile should

try to install some of these things right now, get, it going. George, litith,

What do ,you thehk?"

Even though the members offthat small group couldn't agree on strategy,

tend Yid different levels, of interest and concern, they becdMethe nucleus tit
N."

a forceful group igithin the institution. That evening over beer (which

until two in the morning) turned out to be more important than the day's

formal presentgtion. Out of it:evolved strategies for developing an inte

institutional system of mutual'suppoet. After long discussions on the

subject, Earl consent o come to us for training in use of the counseling

feedback s ;stem. He decided to come in. October for a'three-day,workshop,

bringing three other/oOnselor-typeswith him.

Meanwhile, Sally Swift, in her caln4'rational way, worked on the chairman

and brought him ground to,commitment.

The year rocked along. Sally And Earl became my contacts. We exchanged

e

phone calls and correspondence. Sally decided to com

day in November to meet the developers and to see If she could gain a more

in-depth understanding of the conceptual base of the program;, Earl continually

to the'/Center.for a

`.

pushed for the,,entire "package" to be sent to them so they could begin. I

4

.
.
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held him off, graduallyfeeding them pieces of the system, but-only affr he

had demonstrated understanding of the process.*.

.

Looking back on t?lat first year, suppose the hardest 'part of' st'from

my viewpoint was convincing, them that the proOam walnextremely comptex

thing; I urged over andiover on them tite idea that-installing and.operatini:
. .

the ME system was a developmental process. It never seemed:toO0our-to them':

that they could not crate up the system andimport'it read the instructions,

put it together, andoperay it.

Barreality campn7thesprieng of Z970. Z1arl and Sally had returned to

'

Central State with different orientations bufequal'amounts, of zeal.' Earl

had his eau Z a working with personalized feedback and some of the ourriouzuw

people were ng out theliniules. Beginning small aegis operations`a 14lf

a year early, t ey wereeincMg difficulty inseling the system. '-

Earl called in early. February; 1971;

"Mike,something's scpwed'up. I hiVe thecounselors Foring-okay, and

4'

We all like the stuff we're doing. The students are really.exated about the

PAF sessions, and'it looks like a go-ahead on videotaping for next fall. But

it looks to me as if We're the only,ones doing anything on the, program. The

,
curricul-qm guys over there,: seem to be gOing on,,as they always

,

have, never

aware we have a new approach. Man, we have the Lime kids going through our

stuff that they haVe, and they can't seem:to find any continuity,betweenthe

departments. What can '14e do?"
I`

. . . : :...

I suggested a meeting between his people the C&I peopl and pointed

mlitourthat in their efforts, to establish facultY teaming, they t coordinate

their-efforts. 1

"After said, "the idea is fp exchange-inform:0Rn with each other

in :a way that is beneficial to the students."



He waes bit more Cynical.i' He said I sounded like I:Was lading from
A

, .

a manual. "Look,, we're in reality down here.,_ I
tt

Aver dreamed it would be
, . . .,.

e
A 5 / a .

So hard to coordtnati things. fthink you'd better come down and Straighten-.

t
US'0UX,:"

"What' does Sally think aboUt it?"

"Hell,'I don!" know:what Sally thinks. I just know what You

need to come help'us out

So, a meeting was scheduled and 2"went. We had a meeting which incuded

-furriculum people and counselors. They were' all surprised that they shared

cannon goals 'regarding the, P2W system, but they awe- epen moresurprised to

find that they had never, actually met together to talk. Dooley came to the
e .

meeting and read off a couple of '7 told you so's" and the sparring groups

immediately' united to confront his attitude. After hp hours of -jetting out

concerns and a few hoitilities, they settled in to talk. o each other. By

1f, 1 '7 r
the end Of the day, they saw that they-didn't detually.need'int; they had- ;dun d

strength of their owr.,resources:' Bow 'ever, they did make me prorniseto be on

call in case .they needed.help. J tmade a note to send them some more
,

and they selected vrat faculty members to make tinother's trip to the Center

for further yaining.

In the fall, they Started 0 their "PEP" (Personalized jklucatiOn program

. -

;They had one 4xperimental fadulty team, workinig wiXh about twenty Students.:
,

These studen ts

Simpson. .;Earl

experienced PAF uvder.theguidaTe:of'

was satisfied,:,b'ut'Sally wasn't. She,

Hail Kennedy and George. .

.

expressed concern during Y.
.1

oneof my visits that all the things going on were not coordinated. "It's

just &bunch .of isolated activities." she said "There seen to be no cop-

.
nection between any of the components, particularly from the studetn's'vieV".

O.

A
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point. It's just like the old program as far as they are Concerfied,"except

for the counseling."

1 explained (again) that the installation of any 'innCovation was along*,

painful developmental process, and,that, while'each part of the system might
.

be used, no visible benefits would come until the various parts worked smoothly

together.

"I Understand that, but w've been working with.yotvfor over, a year now,

andtUe've,had our -PEP program inoperationformonths. Some of the,fabult

ar,agetting tired. The new has worn off. It's not that we don't believe i
Nr

the principles of personalized education; we de.. But we're having arough.
4

time seeing the payoff for all the work. it is as if the syStem is wonderful'

on paper, but, in reality, it is not possible to make it all work. One big,

advantage wecan see is that, now

together for the first time

They had made fantastic progress. "Lobk whfire you were one year ago.

Just talking about doing something different than just having self-contained

IT

the faculty and are working olosely

courses, and now_you are well on the way.

"But the point is this: you're too closely involved with the program

to see it from my perspective. You have made great strides in improving your

operation. Look, even,DOoley is coming around. He told me yesterday.he never

would have believed'the amkount Of sheer effort being put forth by your group,

for no apparent reward except better education for your kip."

She smiled tired smile. !lhat s-Wotth a lot."

"And don't forget, some institutions take four or five jeara to get

where you are now. Not everybody is a Sally Swift or an Earl Kennedy.

think it's time to review your progress and find out where you area Maybe you



could get all the people together again in a month or two and go over strategies

for your second' year; weeg, out difficulties, plan changes so that the plogr4m

suits your needs more. I think your next ep is to integrate the componefits
.

of the program and try and further dies° ve Course distinctions, and to eipand

the experimental PEP So that it becomes the teacher education progrAF. Let

me warn you, though, it will mean more hard work. It will mean meetings,

planning, and individual cork. It will mean blocking ol.4 courses and curriculum,

'integratingthe work of the counselors with the instructors and the module

people, tying it all together. I guess what ydu really need at this pointis

some leadership that comes frodutside any one area of-interest. Get what

I mean?"

She looiced at me for a long moment with a puzzled expression. At ).ast,

she grinned broadly and said, "Dooley!"'

They had been working around Dr. Dooley, using pressure,, at times even

being coercive, in order to get the job done. Under Sally's leadership, they

began to Use 'dift'erent tactic. Using the principles ofpersonal concerns,

they began to talk with Dr. -Dooley from the viewpoint of his concerns rather

than their own: Sally and Earl Anally began to understand that his concern
fr

for a smoothly functioning department was a legitimate one; if those concerns

were addressed and resolved,"he would be the ideal man to carry off integration

of the PEP with institutional support.

During that year and most of the next, I wasIincreasingly involved in,our

own operation at home and with other collaborating institutions. We did keep

in touch? but now Centrai.State was Off and running. The program didn't look,

-exactly like I had hoped it would, but I had long since learned that no program,
P

no matter how excellentin conception or development, would look the same in
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any two institutions. Sally succeeded in getting full commitment from Ed

Dooley, although he exhibited little of the zip and vitality of an Earl

Kennedy. Almost mechanically, they plodder through the tasks necessary to

get the program institutionalized. Where Kennedy's explosiveness had generated

action, Dooley'S meticulous,.soMAiiMes-frustrating.attention to details carried

the action out.. It was as if the program had shifted gealls, oneven vehicles.

Before, it was a drag r;CeCitiCscreeching tires and high speeds. Now, things

felt more like a sedate drives in the cou4ry. But they were still novidk.

The last visit I made wifh them was in March of this year. There no
4

real crisis, but w needed a routi4 contact to see-how things were going.

All the now familiar faces were at the meeting:: Dooley, &rift* Kennedy,

'Simpson (now Dr. Simpson); Jones, and numerous ()tilers.

Ed chaired the meeting and biought us up to date. I couldn't Ilia:3 the

ffiren.ce between this and that meeting three years ago. The people.were

more relaxed, assured, and' seemed to

was the payoffs if nothirig else ever

and'it felt good. Toward.tlie end of

*

to contain his secret any longer and

ment.

know one another betto. This, for me,

happened. I wasn't really zieeded anymore,

the meeting, Earl Kennedy seemed unable

requeeteds our attention for an "announce-

"I want to bring up for your consideration the most fantastic thingato

come along in education since textbooks. I'm going to reconnend that we instal/

along. with PEP. It's called SOC." He looked as if he had dust climbed lift(

EVerest.

°What the hat is Sock?" I asked.

Earl, and Ruth joneS exchangedieignificant glows. "Tell 'em, Ruth,"

he said.
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A

"Studept Organized Curriculum," she said,, exhibiting the brochure. "It

lix4v developed by students and faculty at Valley University. .0 really is the

most exciting thing we've seen in a long time. Earl and I have looked it over,

and,we think we can do it here." . .

A As they were talking, the others began to.be caught up in their enthusiasm.

a
I

I looked at Ed Dooley and smiled. He looked back at me with an ancient expres-

sion of fatigue. He shook his head slowly and unheard except by me, Said

"Oh my god, here we go again."

Epilogue

.

I don't know iI'the eXperiences'I have related here will Ohed light on
!s

adoptions of innovations in a way thatSr-in be useful to atudentp of change.

I do know, however, that this case represents a very "normal" kind of a ormal.
P

experience from an adoption agent's perspective. The meeting I will atte d

today (and the plate is about to land now) marks the Ad of our formal li kage,

relationship betwten institutions,Ior the simple reason that the linkage is

no longer needed. They have arrived at sophisticated usage of the innovation.;
. -

they liave integrated or institutionalized the innovation; they have matured to

the point\of "renewal" (witness Earl's new innovation); they have.adopted.

I have to put thii thing away and fasten My seatbelt....
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Bill Stone's Memory

Bill Stone became irmah of the Department Education,/emstown

College, in 'x'968. is major task, according to the Dean0'would.be

to revamp the Cate of Education and establish some form of

"competency-based" t acher education program.

Dr., Stone is x mild, polite matikwhO seems to take himself and his

,professional life se ously. in the, foilowing narrative, he relates

from memory several ncidents zOich took place over a four-year pe

2988 to 2972. (Ed.)

. -

I first visited Elms own in early ;August of 1068. .I met with Dean Jones

for a few days to aee.the,schOkand,

I

sure to tiiice4s pOsi-4.;

Asidefrom the

Woul they tak

',on Monday; then,,he asked "e to, stayon

leagues.meet some of myluture co

Tuesday, I met %wi Jones, again. I was "pretty

need Cotio already, but I felt sort some pros and cow:.

professional conside'rasio s, I:had my fSm4y tiA,ponsider, Hovi.

a move just now? May mi not want_fo4.give up a'well-earned posit

leadership.among facUlq wiVes.' The boys Would-finish high schoOl
. ,

.1.

-...;

phree yea s. Would w.Want to give up all:our fsriends; and associ

Jones and 1 had:lunch with Dt:To ,
a

i
Jarrell man who seemed to. wield

-.,

within'

tions?

much influence in the Department. He h been there a long time and gave the

/ft 4 \-

,impression that he represented a powerful group in the faculty./ Jarrell took

.11140u a 4r,of the school after Jones had gone back to his office for a

we walked across tha beautiful
.

meeting. I'll never foriikur conversation as

campus:

"What,are you thinking, Bill?"

"I'm just admiring the beauty ofsthe place. It's really so different

from what I'm accustomed to."
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"I'm glad you like it," he said. "Will all_this help pers e you to

1

come here with us?."

I felt he was prying a little but didn't mind. Vac, ually nee ed -to dis-

cuss the possible move with somebody to sort thin& out in my.mind.

"Yes, Ithink so) I mean106e environment is so important to ou lives

these days. This would have to have a good effect on me and my family

Jarrell"walked along in silence for a mpment, then saido."bill le 's

.get down to the nitty gritty, ok? tale looked at me and then went oorw t out'\

an angwer.

I'm sort of the,spokeilman for a group of faculty membersiwho are conerned
. ,

with'ihe welfare-of the Department. We kno the Dean's private fe Tinge abut

17- ._

the Depart t, and frankly, we have to Tight for-our very survival.
. A

o

"I don', understand," I said. I wasn't 'sure I wanted to get into

C-
with a man I had only vet ciii hour ago :

vfr

this

,

' 4 0.,

Nell,. t#ere'd a
-

strong minority oft's,' nearly bflf the faculty, who

fuel the Depart/rent doesn't have enough autonomy. It boils down to a'question,

..
.

of academit(teedom, at least in an administrative sense."/

/
"I don't se 4yy yor4e telling me all of this, " .I said. I was losing _,'

patience with he situation. It is of that I am insensitive to important

political problems in the academic world) nor am T unietereat,lin the structure

of the College. It is just that Jarrell seemed to be intentionally involving .

me in something, something I had no inforibation on.

'PA k
"Our group feels that your coming here is very, very important..

.

important that we felt we needed to know something abbut where yon-vonld stand

before you' ame.; Don't get me wrOng;we can't really influence theT)dan pro

or con on your, appointment (did I detect a rOsenteent here ?), nOr'do,We wish to.



J
C. 4

t

In,iact, we are verxeleased at the.possiblaity. You come highly recommend
. .

He smiled and touched my elbowlreasSulngly, but became serious again:and went

,,,..,,

on quickly. "But we have felt an acute lack of input into decisioni which
4 A

1(aff t tie 'all. We see your appointment as a--a fresh start,

initiate a",,more:damocratic approacli to the administration of

Education. Through your leaderahip, of course."

"I appreciate your concern, Di% Jarrell. But let Me assure you.that is

the approadh I would take in any case. You say you represent a minority, and

..

although1 you point out it is a large one, that leaves something over fifty per

.

cent of the faculty members whose opinions I haven'Olad the opportunity to
't

a 'chance to

the .School of

,hear,. and I assume their opinions would.be eomewhat different from yours on

pecOic issues: "* .

"True. 14 percentages are misleading.
\

In this case, our .group actually

,
.

At 'represents'a controIlIing cOnsensus.t thepartment, since there are some
., r . ,

, ,

, . *
neutral who go with us on important issues, giving us alajority when

it counts.%

"So,:you can see hat wg,arentt negotiating from a position of'weakness."

Neutral? N late? These, terms convinced me that I. had sensed Aright

about then

11

f thes,group Jarrell represented. I wanted to.get the conver-

sation over and be 'a one for4a while.

"I must ask again; Dr. Jarrell, what has all this to do with me at this

particular moment? If you have control of the Department/why are you approaching

mefor'assistance,-even before I have been officially appointed?"

"That's just it. It has everything to do with you, for this reason:

Even with a consensus on major decisions,. the Dean overrides us. He controls

the Depariment,even though he hasn't the foggiest notion of what is going on

19

4.
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Here's the point. He has great confidence in you

the responsibility for running he Department."

"I would hope so," I murmi4ed.

and hopes-to place upon you

"Mit if we can rely on you to support us, itwould benefit everybody.

As I said, we don't speak from

very strong force'in your corner

Does your wife work?" 1.

I wAs surprised at this rew

in ed. admin., but 4hat's--?"-.

"We could make sure she fin s some very fulki14.ing employment. The

feeling we have, and i've talke

position of weakness. You would find Us a

For example, yotementioned your family.

tack. )"fhe did before; She has a Master's

each.other every way we can Do

I feel sure 2 understand

told me many things, and ;have

you, I'll just walk back to my

about it, is. that we shouid all try to help

ou understand what I teen?"

t you Min-. Do you.sind if we to tow? YoUlve

c

lot to thtfak about. If it's, alright with

Thanks for the tour."

tNo shake hands."We'll be looking forward
,"Of course," he said reach

to working with yot. Goodvbye.'

I-didn't let4thejncident eep me from taking the appointment. J'took

the position because `it Offe d me the chance-I. had been looking for to build
.41t1

Illartbeen rocking along at my
an,innOvative teacher educ= fon program.

previous position, tdruir faculty, secure and r forth

nee3a a change and a 'c allenge.-

Also the Deat wa

ScOtol of Education i

to come to Elmstown.

based teacher ed. A

competent, partica

for too long. I

promising me that we could completely

I wanted to. He believed the time wasr
restructure the

perfect for me

He was committed to putting in some form of competency-7

the same time,'he believed the faculty to be less that

ly regarding productive change.



We had a-few problems due to the efforts of theNasty Nine, as I c
! ,

anle\O

,-, . _i
4 .

.call Jarrell's clique. But, looking back on those years, years of intense-

.

concern and *effort for me andiseveral other people, I think the biggest hin-

drance to adoption 4 the organizational structure of the Department and its

relationship to'the ollege adMInistration. For eXample,
-

the appok tment of a
.s% . .

director of elementary ed, ostensfbly's straightforward act, called for a dual

rather than a.single appointment for politicalreasons: So, we had co-

rectors" for el ed; this kind of compricAtion is representative of the entire

1
situatift. I was-walking into terrible situation and didn't know it,. The

older faculty, and there were many o hem, were,traditipn bound. Most of

them had lived in the valley a long time. They owned the place, and most were.
4

IS 4
threatened both by my appointment and by the changes I wanted to bring. They

9
never saw me as one of theM4 I was irreVocably:ilnke4 with/he Dean in their

minds. Therefore, what should haVe:been a cooperative effort to build a program

.
,

became a struggle between two forces:
.:.

. .

I try; Im retrlipec, to see the thing philosophibally. I guess the
",...,

cenelal confliCt in such cases is.'the interplay between individUals4 institu-:

.
.

.tional policiess. and interpretations of these. I respectthe rules of

, : 14

institutions and would not presume td thwart their intent. BUt, I do not see

individuals as subservient td 'institutions; instead, t believe institutions

should serve the people who makethem work and,' yen more important, those for

whom the organizations exist. But, if:the very workingt.of the-inst#ution, in

this case a college, deny their fuflest-Potential, then Steps1;ave to be taken

to correct the system. Shch steps'must not be unilaterally taken by single'

individuals, no matter whet their office. If all involved in an effort desire

sitiveoutcpme, their roles. become tools instead of.Weapons.
7
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But, at thea all this'was happening,' I waft confused about my own

role. I was placed in the breech between failure and manipulation, and I

never accepted either.

Another factor ,.I think, was my own personality. -I am pretty easygoing;

don't like conflict., I like for things to go along smoothly, without tntrigUeS

And deception. On` the other hand, can be very hard when it comes to -some 7 .

thing I.believe in strongly, and I did believe in the program we started. We

had some real headknocking during those four years, and I didn't always lose.

Looking back,on it, I wish I 'laid been even tougher. Some of those people,-

didn't understand Anything but ruthlessness.

If I had it to do over again', decisions would be a key. 'I wasn't strong

on making decisionsparticularly

kept pressing me, thesiAifferent

I put them off, ,stalled for time.

than I could find ,out in a day Or

m4ee and ask if I had made the appointment. Now I would simply tell thei to goi;

ones which p yed a pol igal role. They
41k

factions, for my,decisions on appointments.

I needed to know moreithan I did, more

two. Every few days, someone would come to

away and leave me long until I had made up my min& Also, in retrospect; I .

should have been firmer on the decisions I made. I wanted to be flexible,

but the opposition saw this as a sign of weakness. Fr#nkly,, I waS up againstL,

impossible odds:and didn't know it.

By my third ear there I, of course, saw the hand4riti:ng On tkwall. I

was by then, cdmmitted to getting as much of the program in as possible,-And

I didn't care any more about staying on. I had taken:a beating,-and all 14.

wanted to do was get out with my shirt on. I considered the situation and-
!,'

decided to go all Out to salvage what I,could';'we put it an off-Aampus office

for our program and got coMpletely.away from the Department. When we answered
/

r,g7t

4.,

ti
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the phone, weeven

20
,

aids "New School." That worked, because then we weren't,

associated with the old

some degree of success

structure. We did our work there and managed to achievi-

in working with schbels and prospecti-ge teachers.

"pother success w a thing with the students where we completely circuw.

vented the structure. A small group of.studenta came to me and wanted to put

in a lab. Wa-juht did without doing through thefaculty or the Dean. The

program:had been operating foinearly a year before anybody bothered about it,

4

and.by then, the students had already been given credit, so they lit'it stmt.

This kind of thing had to be done, eventhough I didn't parereuAarly like the

methods. It was necessary because of the,top-heavy and arphaic superstructure

k
of the local and state administration of higher-education. Here is an example

of the situation: Fora professor to cha4ge the namie.ofihis'course, hhad to

submit his request first to the departMent ci irrnan, me, and then the request

had to go through nineteenstepa before it Could be'approved and imPlethented.

Nineteen! llierequeSt 'went through four orlive committees, some of them more

thanance, all the thrbugh the College administration pa to the state .

J

capitol and back down the line to the dePartment. By the time. the 'thing was

approved, the course had run for another.year, or two or three, on the'old title,

, * s

and the professor might not even be there any longer. I think this is indicative

of the structural weakness that,kept us from adopting a CBTE program.

I might still have gotten the prOgrai installed if I had had support from

the President. He committed himself'to supporting me at"the beginning, but,

when the crunches.came, he couldn't be depended upon to 41low through.

.I realize that Elmstown is a unique institution. In fact, part of the
11,

whole idea when going thereWas:to "tailor" a teacher program to pyit

the particular needs Of the.institution. So, when I consider what caused the

#

1
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1

program to fail, I often wonder if we missed the mark, or failed to create a

proper' "fit," so to speak. The entire situation being Considered,iT don't

think that was what went wrong.° In addition to the things I have already
,

'.stated as possible causes of the failure I think thtfollowing factors were

'juSt_as importantl

,/
1. Institutfenal climate: The school as old and complaisant, id ;

spite of what .the higher officials said about "change."
Students di(d not -meet national standardsr,.aq graduates fowl,
little competition in obtaining job#. .

2. Power structure and communication sicem: I did not know the-

actual power lines inthe school. Perhaps many of them didn't

either. Further:there was a, complete, working system of infor-,
motion which was not written on-any organizational chart.

"ss,Tose Who maintained this system did not initiate nodid theY

. support change.

3. .Individ4ls within alp institution: Few faculty members cared
to support the.innovation; ihose who were threatened resisted,
and most of the others saw no personal advantage in making a
committuent. All in all, a negative influence prevailed.

By own role: From the beginning, I was cast in a role which

hindered me. I was involuntarily allied in a partisan posi-

' tion rather than having an objective administrative position.
I never got to really be myself 'And use my most effective
characteristics; I was always putting out "brush fires,"
settling disputes and defendidg my position.

'The last thing,I want to say is that 'if I ihad it'to do over, I might not 31

go there at all. But, I would definitely go somewhere else !ith the same

convictions I had then. I have-never changed'ty feeling about the "ethics

of change." I also believe it. is worth the effort to produce change in educa-

'tic; regardless of the personal cost. Somebody has*to do it But, I don't

think people involved in institutional change, adoption agents, as you call

them, make nearly enough money to make up for what they go through.

sr"



Benton 4niversity:. Rest in Peace

Ihe following narrative is reconstructed from interviews with Drs. !

Harold Braditha0 dnd Fred 22/214 internal adoption agents who worke4,
IbradoptiOnean-integrated teacher education program at Benton
from 1966 Until Z970. .(Ed.)

Bradshavi.1"..When I dame*to Benton as Chairman of the Department of Edudation

in 1966, there were 1,200 students enrolled in the:school, and half of those"

were 'teacher education atudehts. The University, at that time, was-fating'a

crisis in its very existence: It was adly looated--a poor section of the,

south with 80% blaciiocIpulation; staie4and
.

University officials-resisted
.

.

moves toward educating blacks; it was not on the receiving end ':o

. federal funds; the faculty was old and tired;, and salaries were

The first obstacle to,the developmeneof a new program In teacher educa

tion was an elderly Academic Vide-President He had been responsible'forthe

distissal of three University presidents, and was'agaitst teacher education

in general. The President appointed this maa. as Dean 'of Arts and Sciences in

order to open the way for, change inthe School of Education.

I brought in Fted Tull and.threeother strong young Ph,D,Is and. we began

to reModelthe School of Education.through 4 team effort; In five years, that

team wrote four dollars worth Of.I.reposals for federal funding through

AA. t

the U.' S. Office of Education.

We made a concerted effort to establish,communications with the fadulty,'

and we had the power to reorganize the ataff'Of the School. When I arrived,

the fadulty had ten members. I increased that number to fourteen, and by the'

fall of 1968, there were 27,, more than half of, whom were4ew people brought in

by me.
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We used group dynamics and confrontation'techniques topul the faculty

1

into. what we cOnceptualized'essa "family group,"

Ar

. Toll: 41Re. betas by takIng-the "Problem: Solving" approach-. Each :.)f the 'ftur

.4.: s*"
N - .;

new people headed
speCialsktlls in the team effort.

Harold was ihe source of .impetus for 'our word; the had come. in stronvand-be0

the charismh to get it started," but then w;,e had tepick up:.the'ballsit special

times *he, our ltrengths could be,brought to'bear.on the program. Harold

had aiways thought of me as the, mechanic, or engineer,'for keeping the grogra.,

running after the novelty bas 'Horn off. Differentopes of us, moved' nto

leadership as-the program went through its developmente stagei.- The group

dynamics approach had its merit as far as making the faC6Ity feel like a team)

.gind It brought great personal satisfaction to many of ug'i, but it had its

41raWbacka, too. Ilrat, there was the feeling that group` sensitivity and confrow-

tat4.on was a great risk; some of the faculty sitogiycould not gee that close.

4

Aleo, there was' the groblem of getting too involved with .personalities to get'
44 .

the work of thegrogram rolling.

But, in the last analysis, a group Of4teople sitting aroand a table, eye

tO eye, with a group bond to retnforce their efforts, managed to brainstorm

their way to a, total committment to the program.

A/1

Bradshaw: We performed a complete task analysis of the positions of Teacher

Aide, Tutor Assistant Teacher and Associate Teacher. We tent faculty members

all ever the country to glean knotiledge and strategies for improvement'....In

a three-year period, we called 150 consultants to our own campus to conduct

. .

workshops. :.By 1969, we had completed development of modules for Associate.

Teachers anal" Tutors.
.#
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Tull: The irony is that, despite all ourefforts and all our progress, the

program is now dead and the entire institution threatened. There are now only,

500 students in the entire University; federal funds have dried up; the Scholl

is caught in a racial/political vise; and it looks as if those years were all

for nothing. Nevertheless, we learned a lot there, and now we know'how to -do "

itgive us* a reasonable situation, and we will succeed on the next gozround.

Bradshaw: The reasons for the failure are not what I would consider the usual

ones. In fact, the program was developed"and operational and appareftly destined'

to succeed. But, adoption implies more than just development; it also means

continuity and renewal in the sense of ongoing work.

I had aligned with and supported the President. When the State University

Board fired the President over racial conflicts, I resigned along wit1407

faculty members out of 82. Federal fundi ended, and in the end, the program

was scrapped because the faculty had to fill back on conventiodal.courses after

Severe funding problems.

The experience taught us an important truth-abOut adoption of innovation.

Even the best programs and the best efforts can be thwarted by external forces,

and outdated methods become the only secure approach due to withdrawn resources.

What happened? We had teamworktdrive and strategic success. We could handle

administrative details, actual workaday tasks and.4 substantive concept of the

-program. We had, people who could and did,deal with each area of effort.- We

had a family group feeling about our innovation; we had the opportunity to

create a first-clats teacher education program, competency-based.

We had a rough choice to make. We could align with the President and,hope

,e

he made it. If he did, we could keep out-jobs and keep our program. If he lost,
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we lost everything. Our other choice was to refuse to support the President,

in whkch case we risked losing o r jobs, but could hope for continuation of the

program, since he supported it. W supported him; he lost and We lost our

jogs and the program as well. We chose thiLlY"because we had no desilketo

keep our jobs. if the programyasJost. We still believe we made the right

choice, and, as Fred said, we.can use what we know to try'again.. The only

problem is that there are often forces over which.we havepotconttol which

can torpedo a program, no matter how good it is.

I think teacher education and higher eduCatiod in general is just about

finished as we know it. It has not been accountable in the past, and it .s too

late to change, ,con'idering the incredible compleiitY of innovation In air,

Institution. I think education in the U. S. will undergo drastic changes in

the near future,
with:emphasit-shiftinglrom academic't9 vocational areas.

,think such changes could be beneficial provided the academe disciplines are

not dried up altogether; teacher training, good teacher training, is crucial

no matter what the sub3ect content, and afraid teacher education is on

the way down.

.
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Synthesis

4.

Based on case studies such as-these, it is possible to draw some general

inferendes about the role of adoption agents, as well as.to discover the

importance of organizational variables in the adoption oesinnovatioas.

Role of-the Adoption Agent. Studies have found that the presence of an I

adoption agent is the moat crucial factOr in the successful adoption of an'

innovation in an educational setting (Richburg, 1970). Demonstration and

planned dissemination speed up the diffusion process (Hughes and Achilles, 1971).

One study even states that outside assistance seems to be the key factor in

determining Adoption of innovations by administrators (Kerins, et al., 1971).

Several studies stress the importance of a cooperative relationship

* f

betWeen the agent and members of the clientaystem (Hall, 1971; Harrison, 1970;

Smith, 1970). These interviews offer some insights into this relationship..

se

In "The Neal Tapes," the adoption agent's role included being an information

:source and specialist, an adoption catalyst, and, finally, merely an encouraging

support. The agent's interpersonal skills were evident throughout the adoption

process. Finally, he knew whet toatep out and let the members of the inatitu-
.

tion take over. In "Bill Stone's Hemory,"-the adoption agent suggests that

the personality Of the adoption a itit and the role of'the agent in the insti-

tution may be important' factors in the success or failure of an innovation.

Finally, at Benton University, it seems that the position of'the agent with

respect to the political situation of the institution and community may be

of critical significance in determining the success of an innovation, even

When other considerations are favorable to adoption. For further analysis of,

adoption agent skills, see Wallace, A. C. Each his owwman; The role of,
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adoption agents in the implementation of personalized teacher education, from',

the Research and Development Center for Te!cher Education, the University of

Texas at Austin (1974). A..

Organizational Variables: Several organizational characteristics, as

they affect the adoption of innovations, have been mentioned in these case

studies. At Central State, the adoption agent has indicated. the importance

.of personalities and leadership styles of key faculty and. administrators involved

in the adoption process. At Elmatown College, the Agent ha's emphasized the-

importince of the organizational climate, the characteristics the students,

faculty and administrators, tl!, power structure and communication systems,

and the relationship of the department to the college administration. At

Beaton University, the adoption agent has emphasized theimpctitance of funding,

as well as the community and political` situation in which the.university is

located.

Although much has been written on characteristics of adopting institutions

and the importance of these characteristics, systematic categorizations of

organizational variables as they affect the adoption process have not b
_...,,.

found in the literature (Manning, 1973). Distinguishing innovative institutions'

f non.4nnovative institutions depends on institutional variables such as
.,

communication sources, environmental conditions, organizational structures,

and characteristics of peralons involved in the change process (Rogers and

Shoemaker, 1971). Since these organizationel variable*, in part, determine

the Strategy which the chsinge agent uses, as well, as the role of the change

agent in the ,hange process, it is essential that the adoption agent be Able,

to diagnose institutional characteristics before committingvhimself, time and

N1/4

resources to a particular institution.. I

S
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In order to collect and organize Information on organizational charac,

teristici which affect the adoption process, a prototype measure, the Troublr-

Shdoting Checklist (TSC), has been developed. For more information about

diagnosing organizational variables, see Manning, B. A. The "Trouble-Shooting"

Checklist: A manual to aid educational changeagenv in the prediction of

organizational change potential, from the. Research and Development Center for

Teacher Education, the University of Texas at Austin (1973).

4--Phases and Adoption ttr egies: In each ase story, the implementation

of the innovation took several. years. One assumption underlying the CBAM is

that adopting innovations does take several years. Five to eight years is

I

not all that uncommon. Within this period of relative disequilibrium, key

phases can be identified and, depending on the situation; 'different IdOption

strategies can be employed to "game plan" the change.

In "The Neal Tapes," a typical time flow is documented from first having

heard about an innovation, through examining it, to trying it out on an exper-

imental basis. In this case, the ficulty were using outside consultants, along

with a boot-straps approach to change. Bill Stone *as attempting to lead the

charge toward change as, a knight in shining armour. Unfortunately, his under-

estimate of the potential difficulties led to a partial fizzle. At Benton

0 rAr
-

University, an, experimental team was established and did most of the innovation.

work. As happens all too often, when the team disbanded, use of the innovation

was lost.

For information about phases and adoption strategiet see Ball, G. E.

Phases in the adoption of educational innovations in teacher training institu-

tions, from the Riearch and Development Center for Teadher Education, the

University of Texas-8c Austin (1974).
A1100'
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Conclusion

a

101. The adoptiOn process,, whether "a tale full of sound and fury, signifying

nothing," or a "sweete and gentil recollection, nectar to the souls," is

always a story. The prospective adoption agent will find that he is dealing
.

.

with chericteri, plot, conflict, and suspense whei he participates in insti-

\
tutional innovation. He cannot obtain an "omnicient" perspective on his

story; he is trapped inside his subjective observation. But, he can observe.

the other charactets, interpret incidents and attempt to influence the tine

of action. SuCh an, understanding of the adoption process could give him a

more creative approach to situations as they unfold. He may not know the, .

ending of th study, but he, at leist has the opportunity to apply his skills.

47in adelibe ate attempt to.give.his story a happy ending.

4

40,
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